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PROFESSIONALISM

WITH AMSOIL

VEHICLE

GRAPHICS

• Affordable vinyl graphics and installation
• Professional appearance
• Instant recognition as an AMSOIL Dealer
• Attract more business

To help Dealers put their best foot forward, AMSOIL
has partnered with Lowen Color Graphics and 3M
to provide professional vinyl vehicle graphics and
installation to the AMSOIL Dealer network.
AMSOIL graphics kits work to boost your credibility and
will apply to most makes and models of pickups, but
may also fit other vehicles. Kits include all logos, stripes
and other graphics as pre-spaced vinyl decals.

VEHICLE GRAPHICS CO-OP PROGRAM

AMSOIL is supporting Dealers’ advertising efforts by
offering co-op support to T1-Certified Dealers who
apply AMSOIL vehicle graphics to their vehicles.
Qualified Dealers will be reimbursed for 50 percent of
the cost of materials and installation, up to $1,000.
For more information and full co-op details,
navigate to the Vehicle Graphics page in the
Dealer Zone (Business Tools>Advertising)
or see the AMSOIL
Vehicle Graphics
Program brochure
(G3064).

• Co-op opportunities
“I got the AMSOIL vehicle graphics wrap two
years ago and I wish I would have done it
sooner. At least once or twice a week someone tells me how good my truck looks. I make
sure to give anyone who comments a Retail
Catalog and a label with my information that
tells them to contact me for wholesale pricing.
I’m picking up all kinds of customers that I
probably wouldn’t otherwise have.”
David Douglas, Executive Direct Jobber
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Alan Amatuzio
Co-President & COO

The Direct Jobber Convention is
this month and we are looking
forward to seeing many of you in
Tampa. Through the years, many
Dealers have told us how much
they enjoy our corporate events,
naming everything from the food
to the training as being first class.
Most of them, however, value
the face-to-face interaction with
corporate staff and other Dealers
above all else.
There is a lesson in that.
Regardless of a product’s quality,
customers’ experience and
personal interaction play a key
role in their purchasing decisions
and overall satisfaction. Sounds a
lot like a lesson we learned a long
time ago.
When our founder, Al Amatuzio,
developed the world’s first APIqualified synthetic motor oil, it
languished on store shelves. It
wasn’t until the Dealer network
was established that the company
took off. Dealers were able to
effectively communicate the
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benefits of synthetic oil and
provided an experience that
resonated with customers.
While today’s customers are
different in many ways than those
of the ‘70s, their experience while
shopping for and purchasing
AMSOIL products plays an
equally important role today as
it did then. We have to ensure
we’re doing everything we can to
provide an experience that leaves
customers feeling satisfied and
eager to return. We are paying
special attention to that in many
areas of the company.
The product guides at amsoil.
com are one example. Most of
them have been updated with a
dynamic new appearance and
improved interface. We recently
introduced an all-new heavy-duty
product guide, and you’ll read
more about that in this month’s
issue of AMSOIL Magazine.
The product guides play an
integral role in the online

Dean Alexander
Co-President & CFO

shopping experience. Most
customers need to look up their
vehicles and equipment at least
the first time they visit amsoil.
com to ensure they acquire the
correct products, and most visits
to the product guides result in
sales. The enhancements made to
the product guides will hopefully
result in greater customer
satisfaction and increased repeat
business.

Alan Amatuzio
Co-President & COO

Dean Alexander
Co-President & CFO

Help Your Retailers Get Found
The AMSOIL Locator gives potential customers up-to-date
information about retail businesses and service centers when
they search locally for AMSOIL products. After entering their
address or zip code into the Locator at www.amsoil.com/
locator, customers will see an address and phone number,
business hours and which products a selected location offers.
A badge also appears if a service center location installs
customer-provided AMSOIL products.
The Locator is a great tool that helps generate new business
for your accounts, but your accounts have to meet purchase
requirements to be listed and you have to keep their
information updated. The easiest way to determine if your
accounts are eligible and to update their information is to use
the Retail Account Information Administration form through the
Dealer Zone.
Go to the Dealer Zone, click the My Business Menu and
select Retail Account Information Administration. From there,
you’ll be able to check your accounts’ eligibility and edit their
account information. Remember, consumers are more likely to
choose a location with an image and complete information.

Retailers and service centers must meet any of the
following purchase requirements to remain active
on the AMSOIL Locator at www.amsoil.com:
•
•
•
•

$300 in the previous 3 months
$600 in the previous 6 months
$900 in the previous 9 months
$1,200 in the previous 12 months

PREFERRED CUSTOMER
PROGRAM

their products immediately, rather than
waiting for them to be delivered.

I have some issues with the new
Preferred Customer promotion. I have
around 200 customers, many of them
P.C.s, and they all buy product from me
as they need it. If they buy more from
you because of a promo, then it will be
that much longer before they will buy
again. Also if they buy direct from you,
then I move that much less volume.

For years AMSOIL was one of the few
synthetic oils on the market, but with
many competing synthetics readily
available in today’s market, we have
made changes to remain competitive.
Customers today seek more value,
and the P.C. Program offers them more
value. The P.C. Program is designed
to help Dealers attract more P.C.s, get
P.C. referrals, entice P.C.s to order
more and convince them to remain
customers longer. That’s good for all
of us – AMSOIL INC. and our Dealers.
Although Dealers may need to modify
how they communicate with customers
(email, phone, social media), providing
service and expertise is more important
now than ever.

I am a stocking Dealer, so this affects
me. In years past, we were taught to sell
AMSOIL based on merit, not price. Now
it seems that you are trying to sweeten
the price in order to sell more product.
Another point I would like to mention
is that when customers come to us to
buy product, they also count on us for
knowledge and advice about which
products are best for their situation.
They don’t get that when they order
online. Also now I have P.C.s wondering
why I can’t give them the same deal
from my stock as you are offering. If
I didn’t have any stock on hand, this
might be a good deal. I have invested
substantially in product so that my
customers can pick up product when
they need it. Thanks for listening.

Cliff Safe
AMSOIL: We introduced P.C.
promotions, most of which offer free or
reduced shipping rather than reduced
product prices, to help Dealers increase
sales to P.C.s. However, we are aware
that the P.C. Program and free shipping
for retail accounts have impacted
stocking Dealers’ personal sales.
AMSOIL is currently looking at ways
to offset this challenge for our larger
stocking Dealers and will have more
information in the near future.
P.C.s who take advantage of an
email promotion have been shown to
purchase substantially more than those
who do not, increasing the sponsoring
Dealer’s earnings. We encourage you
to take a close look at your inventory
needs. If you have P.C.s who prefer to
order direct, you may not have to stock
as much inventory as you have in the
past, lowering your operating expenses
while increasing sales. Whether you
choose to offer P.C.s who buy direct
from you a matching promotion or not,
remind them of the benefits of obtaining
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OEM LUBRICANTS
For several years I have tried,
unsuccessfully, to register new
automotive and motorcycle dealerships.
Owners were reluctant to even discuss
registering their dealership. Recently,
I think I may have discovered why.
I had a discussion with a new car
dealer, who I believe let the reason
be known. It seems that each new car
or new motorcycle dealer is required
to sign a “business agreement” with
the manufacturer stating that they will
not sell aftermarket parts or products
that are not manufactured or labeled
by the manufacturer. At first, I thought
this was a clever way to get around the
Magnuson-Moss Act. However, since
the dealer has voluntarily signed the
agreement, now I’m not sure. I’m sure
it was more coerced than voluntary.
Could you please give your thoughts on
this? Thank you.

John Botts
AMSOIL: It is common for OEMbranded shops to have clauses in their
contracts that limit or prohibit their
abilities to advertise, sell or install nonOEM branded products. Many of these
contracts limit non-OEM products to a
certain percentage of shelf space or
annual sales. In these situations, the
shop has the ability to complement
the primary OEM offering with another
brand, and AMSOIL has often filled that

role. In situations where the contract
prohibits all non-OEM products, shop
owners or franchisees often advertise
the alternative product with sandwich
boards, keep the product in the back
room and use word-of-mouth to inform
customers about this option. When the
corporate representative comes by, they
simply cover up the product, haul in the
signage and return it after the visit.

GEAR LUBE
One of my customers, who is a very
prominent name in the auto racing
business, is looking at using some
AMSOIL products in their race car. They
are currently using Motul* Gear 300
75W-90 and Motul 75W-90 Gear Lube.
With a sizable investment in their race
cars, they were wondering if there has
been any comparative testing for this
product and the AMSOIL Severe Gear ®
Synthetic Gear Lube? Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jim Anderson
AMSOIL: We have not performed
comparative testing between Motul and
AMSOIL products. However, AMSOIL
Severe Gear Synthetic Gear Lube was
designed and built in close cooperation
with race teams to ensure it delivers
consistent, world-class performance
on the track. This development work,
along with Severe Gear’s real-world
racing success, provides tremendous
confidence to anyone considering
the use of Severe Gear in their racing
vehicles.

Email letters to:
letters@amsoil.com
Or, mail them to:
AMSOIL INC.
Communications Department
Attn: Letters
925 Tower Avenue
Superior, WI 54880
Letters are subject to editing for length
and clarity; please include your name,
address and phone number.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.
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Gasoline is the source of
your vehicle’s power – and
many of its problems.
Gasoline quality is vital, yet often overlooked.

Dan Peterson | VICE PRESIDENT, TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
Gasoline’s influence on our lives can’t
be overstated. Remember how the gas
lines of the 1970s disrupted daily life?
People waited hours to fill up – if there
was any gas available once they finally
pulled up to the pump. Odd-even
rationing dictated that motorists could
only fill up on even-numbered days if
the last digit on their license plate was
even. The fallout of the gas shortages
of the 1970s was a driving force behind
the government mandates to increase
fuel efficiency that continue to influence
the industry today.
A few years ago, when gas hit $5
a gallon in some places, stories
populated the Internet and airwaves
about people willfully losing money to
sell their giant SUVs in favor of small,
fuel-efficient cars. Some people even
took a loss on their houses in the
suburbs to move closer to work.
In many ways, gasoline makes the
world go ‘round, yet many of your
customers likely know almost nothing
about it, including the negative effects
it can have on their vehicles.
Gasoline is distilled from petroleum
crude oil. Typically, a 42-gallon barrel
of crude will yield about 19 U.S. gallons
of gas. The final blend can contain
hundreds of different ingredients,
among which are detergency additives
designed to prevent harmful deposits
from forming inside your engine.
In 1995, the EPA introduced its
minimum gasoline detergent standard,
known as lowest additive concentration
(LAC). The intent was to ensure that
all gasoline available in the country
contained sufficient detergent additives
to combat formation of deposits that
reduce fuel efficiency and performance.

The widespread
use of electronic
fuel injection
in the 1980s
was a driving
force behind the
introduction of the
LAC mandate. It
Injector spray pattern before
Injector spray pattern after
P.i. treatment.
P.i. treatment.
quickly became
evident that fuel
injectors were especially sensitive to
Today’s vehicles run even hotter than
deposits, and the gasoline of the time
they did in 1995. Since then the number
didn’t contain sufficient detergents.
of engines that use turbochargers,
which increase heat, has grown
Deposit formation on the injector tips
substantially. So, too, has the number
disrupts the spray pattern, which
of vehicles that use direct fuel injection,
reduces fuel economy and results
which locates the injectors directly in
in less-efficient combustion. This
the combustion chamber, exposed to
contributes to increased tailpipe
intense heat. Plus, injectors today are
emissions since unburned gasoline can
more highly engineered with tighter
escape the combustion chamber on
tolerances, meaning even minute
the engine’s exhaust stroke.
deposits can interfere with performance.
Deposits can also form on the intake
Gasoline is the source of your vehicle’s
valve, piston crown and in the ring
power – and many of its problems if
grooves. They can prevent the intake
you don’t perform proper maintenance.
valve from closing completely, reducing
We formulate AMSOIL P.i.® to be one
engine compression and horsepower.
of the most potent additives on the
Deposits in the ring grooves can lead to
market. It contains a very high dose of
ring sticking, which also reduces engine
fuel detergents proven to combat the
compression since a stuck ring won’t seal
problems associated with gasoline,
the combustion chamber completely.
keeping injectors clean and functioning
Piston crown deposits act like a sponge
properly. In fact, testing showed dirty
that soaks up gasoline. This can result in
injectors returned to >95 percent flow
preignition, where the fuel/air mixture igafter only one tank of gas treated with P.i.
nites sporadically, reducing performance
Just take a look at the dramatic before/
and potentially damaging the engine.
after images above.
Many automakers today don’t think
As vehicles become more
the LAC mandate goes far enough. In
sophisticated and sensitive to gas
fact, many gasoline marketers have
quality, make sure you understand the
reduced detergent levels by up to 50
importance of maintaining them with
percent, according to www.toptiergas.
a quality fuel additive. It helps you
com. TOP TIER Detergent Gasoline is a
provide solutions to problems your
performance specification designed by
customer may not even be aware of,
several of today’s top automakers.
earning trust and growing sales.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
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PRESERVE TWO-STROKE
EQUIPMENT POWER
AMSOIL SABER ® Professional Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil (ATP) guarded against rpm loss
21 percent better than ECHO Power Blend* XTended Life* Universal 2-Stroke Oil**
while providing improved engine cleanliness.
Lawn and landscape professionals, some
of our best potential customers, must
deliver impeccable service in the face
of several challenges, including rising
equipment costs and slim margins. A
zero-turn commercial mower, for example,
can easily cost several thousand dollars.
Meanwhile, insurance, labor and other
costs are increasing, yet customers
continue to demand that jobs be
completed on time and up to standards.

SABER® Professional Synthetic 2-Stroke
Oil protected against power-robbing
carbon in Stihl* string trimmers following a
300-hour test, while a leading two-stroke
oil brand led to heavy deposits and power
loss. The same issue of the magazine
includes results that show AMSOIL
Synthetic Formula 4-Stroke® Small Engine
Oil’s (ASE) superior resistance to harmful
engine deposits compared to a leading
oil brand.

AMSOIL is a perfect match for lawn and
landscape professionals, which is why
we’ve encouraged you through Dealer
training and AMSOIL Magazine articles
to pursue this market. The performance
of AMSOIL products positions you to
address these challenges and help
increase landscapers’ profitability.

More proof of performance

Preserve equipment power
Preserving the power and operability of
handheld two-stroke equipment such as
trimmers, backpack blowers and chainsaws is one way you can help landscapers be more profitable. Oils with poor
detergency invite heavy carbon buildup
in exhaust ports and on spark arrestor screens, which restricts airflow and
reduces power. Equipment becomes
difficult to start and lacks sufficient power
to get the job done, frustrating workers.
Eventually, equipment can quit running
completely.
We showed you evidence of this in
the May AMSOIL Magazine (Business
Tools>Literature>Publications). AMSOIL
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Using these results at the appropriate
time in the buy/sell process to show how
you can help solve problems should drive
your conversations with prospects. We’re
not stopping there, however.
To ensure you reach as many prospects
as possible, we compared SABER
Professional to ECHO* Power Blend*
XTended Life* Universal 2-Stroke Oil in
ECHO string trimmers. ECHO is a major
brand among professionals and, like
other original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs), ECHO encourages use of its own
OEM-branded oil in its equipment.
As the images on the facing page show,
SABER Professional offered excellent
protection against piston ring sticking,
scuffing and deposits.
As in the Stihl trimmers tested earlier this
year, SABER Professional also proved
superior at fighting harmful carbon
buildup, greatly reducing exhaust port
blocking and spark arrestor screen
plugging. ECHO Power Blend, in contrast,

led to significant carbon buildup in the
trimmer pictured, which caused the engine
to lose power as the study progressed.
In fact, SABER Professional protected
against rpm loss – which is closely related
to power – 21 percent better than the
ECHO product by the end of the test.

DEALER ACTION PLAN
• Call on landscape prospects on
rainy days or during the offseason
when they’re more likely to have time
for a meeting.
• Although compelling, don’t lead
with comparative test results.
Instead, begin a conversation
with the intent of uncovering ways
AMSOIL products can help the
prospect solve problems.
• Professional landscapers are
typically most concerned with
maximizing equipment life and performance. Tie the performance of
SABER Professional to the benefits
of longer-lasting, higher-performing
equipment.
• For more information on the
AMSOIL buy/sell process, see the
AMSOIL University Online T3 Training Program in the Dealer Zone.

**Based on 300-hour lab tests of eight ECHO string
trimmers using AMSOIL SABER Professional Synthetic
2-Stroke Oil and ECHO Power Blend XTended Life
Universal 2-Stroke Oil, both mixed at 50:1.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

T E C H N I C A L S T U DY

ECHO* String Trimmer
Technical Study
AMSOIL SABER® Professional Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil resisted
performance-robbing deposits and maintained power and
performance in ECHO string trimmers.

Published August 2016

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement
claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

Full results are available
in the new ECHO String
Trimmer Technical Study
(G3455).

PI S TO N S (E X H AU S T S I D E )

Stock # Size U.S. Can.
G3455
1
$1.05 $1.45

AMSOIL SABER®
PROFESSIONAL
DOES IT AGAIN

AMSOIL SABER Professional

300 Hours

ECHO* Power Blend*

300 Hours

MORE POWER, LESS DEPOSITS
E X H AU S T P O R T S

AMSOIL SABER Professional

ECHO Power Blend

1% Airflow Loss

60% Airflow Loss

300 Hours

300 Hours

S PARK AR R ES TO R S C R E E N S

AMSOIL SABER Professional

ECHO Power Blend

6.8% Airflow Loss

67% Airflow Loss

300 Hours

239 Hours

The engine stopped running at 239 hours due to
heavy spark arrestor screen deposits. The screen was
replaced and the test continued to 300 hours.

OCTOBER 2016 |
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EXTEND TURBODIESEL ENGINE LIFE
Turbodiesel vehicles have established a loyal customer base in North America. Follow these sound maintenance
practices to extend the life of these powerful and expensive engines.
Allow the Engine to Warm and Cool
Upon startup, allow the engine to warm
up before revving it or driving off. This is
especially important in cold weather. Hot
and cold engine parts expand at different
rates, which could cause gaps that lead
to leaks or gasket failure. It is equally
important to allow the engine to adequately
cool down before shutting it off, especially
if the vehicle has been under heavy load
for a prolonged period of time.
Smoke Color
Address any changes in smoke color.
White smoke is often a sign of coolant
in the combustion chamber or injector
malfunction, and blue smoke is usually
a sign of oil in the combustion chamber.
If your vehicle has exhibited changes in
smoke, it’s important to correct the problem
quickly before it leads to further damage.
Don’t Overheat the Engine
Don’t allow the engine to overheat. Maintaining a proper cooling system is vital to
the longevity of your vehicle. Follow the
original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
recommendation on cooling system maintenance. When making engine modifications, be sure to keep track of engine, oil,
coolant and exhaust gas temperatures.
Fresh Fuel
Engine problems often originate in the
fuel tank. Water can find its way into the
tank either from the fuel station or through
condensation from heating and cooling. It’s
important to drain off that water regularly
or when the vehicle indicates your fuel/
water separator is full. Because today’s
diesel technology cycles so much fuel
back to the tank, and carbon particles can
separate from the fuel and collect in the
tank and fuel filter, it’s important to use a
premium fuel additive like AMSOIL Diesel
Injector Clean (ADF) to minimize these
effects. Ensuring you have fresh fuel is also
important, so when the temperature drops,
you can be confident your vehicle will start.

Fuel Filters
Diesel fuel injection systems rely on fuel
flow to keep the pump and injectors
running at safe operating temperatures.
Clogged fuel filters restrict flow, which can
lead to damaged pumps and injectors or
filter failure. Make sure you follow the OEM
recommendation for fuel filter changes.
Air Filters
Clogged air filters decrease fuel economy
and reduce horsepower. If contaminants
are allowed through the filter, catastrophic
engine damage can occur in minutes.
Regularly check the filter minder (if
equipped), or follow the OEM change
recommendation. If you frequently drive in
dusty conditions, consider changing the
air filter more often.
Bypass Filters
Bypass oil filtration systems feature a
secondary filter with the purpose of
eliminating nearly all contaminants from
the oil. They draw approximately 10
percent of the oil pump’s capacity at any
one time and trap the extremely small,
wear-causing contaminants that fullflow filters can’t remove. This continual
process eventually makes all the oil
analytically clean, reduces long-term
wear and can extend oil drain intervals.
Consider adding an AMSOIL Bypass
System to your vehicle.
High-Quality Lubricants
Turbodiesel vehicles produce a number
of challenges for lubricants, and the
importance of using premium-quality
synthetic diesel oils cannot be overstated.
Turbochargers can spin over 100,000 rpm,
creating intense heat and shearing forces
that can cause lower-quality lubricants to
lose viscosity and their ability to reduce
friction, wear and heat, putting critical
engine components at risk. Not only that,
but turbodiesel vehicles suffer a certain
level of fuel dilution, exacerbating viscosity

loss and creating an environment more
susceptible to engine wear. Lubricants
that provide maximum protection and
performance under extreme heat and loads
are essential to maximizing equipment life
and minimizing downtime. And because
one of the primary benefits drawing
customers to turbodiesels is fuel economy,
it is important lubricants also do their part to
maximize fuel economy benefits.
In addition, maintaining a clean engine
promotes proper engine operation. Turbochargers have small orifices that must stay
clean in order to properly lubricate and
remove heat from the bearings.

New Diesel Oil Specs
Coming in December, the new API CK-4
and FA-4 diesel oil specifications focus
on drastically reducing emissions and
improving fuel economy, while providing
increased engine-protection benefits
through improvements in oxidation stability,
shear stability and resistance to aeration.
API CK-4
• Designed for current model-year and
older diesel engines
• Backward-compatible with API CJ-4
(and prior) oils
• Offers traditional viscosity grades of
15W-40, 10W-30, 5W-40 and 5W-30
API FA-4
• Designed for certain 2017 and newer
diesel engines
• Not backward-compatible
• Designed to further improve fuel
economy and reduce emissions
• Primarily features 10W-30 viscosity grade

AMSOIL Prepared for Change
AMSOIL Dealers can be well-assured that
we will be ready for the implementation of
the new diesel specifications with topperforming synthetic formulations. Details
will be unveiled in upcoming issues of
AMSOIL Magazine.

*All trademarked names and
images are the property of
their respective owners and
may be registered marks in
some countries. No affiliation or
endorsement claim, express or
implied, is made by their use.
All products advertised here are
developed by AMSOIL for use
in the applications shown.

SEVEN TRIED-AND-TRUE WAYS
TO BUILD ONLINE BUSINESS
Dealers who aren’t treading the digital
landscape are missing out. Because
more people than ever are shopping
online, performing online research before
they buy and spending more time online
in general, it’s a smart move to add a
digital focus to your business plan. Taking
your business online will give you more
exposure, potentially leading to more
sales and more cash in your pocket. You’ll
also discover new ways to interact with
people who can work to solidify your role
as a lubrication expert.
Keep in mind that you can try one of
these methods or all of them, but be
sure to pace yourself so you don’t
become overwhelmed. No matter which
method(s) you employ, don’t become
discouraged if your efforts don’t yield
immediate results. The more you put in,
the more you’ll get out.

Here are seven tried-and-true ways
you can build business online.
Get a website. Having a website
establishes you as a serious business
owner and gives prospective customers
a “permanent” place to find you. When
you update the content of your website
regularly, prospects and customers will
take notice and be more inclined to visit
regularly to see what’s changed. AMSOIL
has partnered with Empowerkit to offer
Dealers a variety of professional website
packages ranging from a basic online
presence to a fully enabled, customizable
website. At minimum, Dealers should
have a basic webpage for customers
to land on and link them to amsoil.com.
Visit the Dealer Zone (Services>Dealer
Websites>Digital Marketing Program) for
more information.

Drive traffic to your website. Simply
having a website doesn’t guarantee
online success. You have to promote it,
too. Promoting your website will drive
more traffic, and with more traffic and
views come more opportunities to sell.
There are many ways to drive traffic to
your site, ranging from simply sharing
your site link in emails to optimizing your
site to be found by search engines.
Use Google My Business. Four out
of every five consumers uses a search
engine on their phone, computer or
tablet to find local information. Google
My Business works to not only take
online lookers offline to your physical
location (if you have one), but points
back to your website and collects
reviews that help build your reputation
online. Ultimately, this tool can help
people looking for AMSOIL to find
you. See page 10 of the January 2016
AMSOIL Magazine to read more about
Google My Business.
Build a reputation. Become a
lubrication expert in your niche of choice
(snowmobiles, automotive, diesel,
motorcycles, etc.). Participate in online
forums, social media or other online
discussions to build your reputation as a
valuable contributor and indispensable
expert. You don’t have to be part of
every forum or discussion, but remember
to maintain a professional and friendly
attitude at all times.

Integrate social media. Being active on
social media sites like Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and others also helps build
your online presence. It’s best to focus on
one platform and make it the best it can
be. You can branch out as you become
more comfortable with social media. Be
sure to update your page or channel
regularly with new content.
Direct offline traffic online. Some offline
events (tradeshows, car shows, car clubs,
etc.) will post links to vendors’ sites on
their event website or event page. People
visiting the event’s website will be more
inclined to visit your website because
they’re already interested in what the
event has to offer.
Add a blog. If you like to write, consider
adding a blog to your website. If you
have a knack for sharing information in
a unique voice, you’ll see the benefits.
You can also seek out other websites that
will allow you to post articles (as a guest
blogger) and allow guest bloggers to post
on your blog from time to time. Your blog
will soon become a collection of valuable
information that people will trust. And
when they trust you, they’re more likely to
buy from you.
As you dive into building business online,
remember to focus on your strengths and
seek help when you need it. AMSOIL
provides some great resources through
the Dealer Zone to help Dealers grow
their businesses online and off-, but don’t
be afraid to talk to Dealers on your team
to find out what’s working for them. This is
truly an excellent opportunity to help grow
your business.
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AMSOIL PRODUCT GUIDES

DRIVE SALES
Helping your customers find the correct
AMSOIL synthetic lubricants and filters
for their vehicles and equipment is a key
part of your business. When it’s time
for vehicle service, they want fast – and
most importantly, accurate – product
recommendations. The AMSOIL
product guides at www.amsoil.com
provide the easiest way to communicate
this information to your customers.

More Than Just Motor Oil
AMSOIL product guides provide
far more than just motor oil
recommendations. In most cases
they provide recommendations for
every vehicle component that requires
lubrication, as well as recommendations
for filters, fuel additives, cleaners and
other preventive maintenance products.
In some applications, they also provide
fluid capacities and drain-plug torques.

• Motorcycles • ATVs
• UTVs • Snowmobiles
• Marine Outboards
• Personal Watercraft

to Class 8 OTR trucks. It covers motor
oil, filters, transmission fluid, differential
fluid, grease and coolant. The guide
provides recommendations for vehicles
from 1999 to present and will receive
regular updates**. Dealers now have a
complete arsenal of product guides to
satisfy nearly any customer.

Filter Guides, Too

• Small Engines
• Heavy-Duty
Commercial Vehicles
Simple Interface
The product guides feature a simple,
intuitive interface that makes data entry
easy on mobile devices. The results
are presented in a straightforward
manner, helping you find exactly
what you or your customers need
with minimal effort. The new HeavyDuty Product Guide provides product
recommendations for vehicles ranging
from the Chevrolet* Silverado* 4500HD

Filter guides for vintage and heavyduty vehicles and a handy Master Filter
Cross-Reference Guide, which offers a
simple way to cross-reference another
filter brand to an AMSOIL, WIX, MANN
or Donaldson filter available through
AMSOIL, are also available. Not only
is the cross-reference guide free to
use, it’s updated regularly, ensuring
your customers receive accurate
recommendations.

MyAMSOILGarage
For maximum convenience, store
your customers’ vehicle information
in MyAMSOILGarage™. It’s a free
maintenance program that stores info
for all your vehicles, delivers product

Go to www.amsoil.com and click “LOOK
UP A VEHICLE” to access the various
AMSOIL product guides.
recommendations, tracks oil and filter
changes and emails maintenance
reminders. To get started, visit
www.amsoil.com/whymygarage.aspx.

AMSOIL PRODUCT GUIDES

• New Heavy-Duty Product
Guide
• Product recommendations
for most applications
• Easy to use
• Updated regularly
• Free

**For older vehicles, please contact Technical Services at 715-399-8324 or tech@amsoil.com.
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*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

AMSOIL PRODUCTS PREPARE EQUIPMENT
FOR TOUGH WINTER WEATHER
The fall months are the time to place boats, motorcycles and lawn care equipment into
storage and prepare snowmobiles, snowblowers and other vehicles for the coming winter.
AMSOIL products are formulated
to provide maximum protection for
engines and fuel systems during
storage, while AMSOIL synthetic motor
oils’ low pour points provide superior
cold-temperature protection and
performance in two- and four-stroke
winter equipment.

Fall Storage Protection
Gasoline can break down in as little
as 30 days, causing varnish and
gum that clog injectors, fuel lines and
carburetors, leading to poor engine
performance and starting problems.
In many applications, draining the fuel
system can be impractical, and doing
so can expose the system to corrosion
on the bare metal in the tank and fuel
system and cause gasket and seal
cracking.
AMSOIL Gasoline Stabilizer
reduces the oxidation that
occurs when fuel is stored for
extended periods, improving
performance, extending
equipment life and decreasing
maintenance expenses.
During storage, fluctuations
in ambient temperatures can
form condensation within the
engine that can cause surface corrosion
on cylinder liners, piston rings, antifriction bearings and steel/iron contact
surfaces on rotational seals. Long
periods of storage can also dry out
cylinders, often resulting in permanent
damage when the equipment is drystarted in the spring.
AMSOIL Engine Fogging Oil
offers superior film retention,
providing long-term protection
against corrosion and dry
starts, extending engine
life and reducing operating
expenses. Its aerosol spray
formulation offers easy and
clean application, while
reaching more components
and offering complete

distribution of the oil, something
especially beneficial in applications with
horizontal cylinder orientation, such as
outboard motors.

Winter Four-Stroke Performance
Conventional oils thicken in the
cold, which can result in inadequate
lubrication to critical engine parts
at cold start-up, or even prevent the
engine from starting.
AMSOIL Formula
4-Stroke ® Power Sports
Synthetic Motor Oil
provides serious protection
and performance in fourstroke engines, including
ATVs and snowmobiles.
Its broad 0W-40 viscosity
rating effectively protects
in both hot and cold
temperature extremes.
AMSOIL Formula
4-Stroke Synthetic Small
Engine Oil provides
exceptional protection
in the severe-service
conditions common in
both gasoline- and dieselfueled small engines,
including welders,
skidsteers, compressors,
snowblowers and more. It
remains fluid at sub-zero temperatures
for superior cold-weather protection.

pistons and bearings subjected to the
rigors of extreme riding.
AMSOIL INTERCEPTOR is engineered
specifically for powersports applications
and engines equipped with exhaust
power valves. It contains the finest
synthetic base oils and additives for
exceptional cleanliness, while controlling
exhaust valve sticking and providing
outstanding overall lubrication.

Gasoline Performance
AMSOIL Quickshot® is formulated to
thoroughly clean varnish, gums and
insoluble debris in two- and
four-stroke gasoline-powered
small engines and powersports
equipment fuel systems, restoring
peak performance. It effectively
addresses performance issues
related to ethanol, water and dirty
pump gas, while stabilizing fuel
between uses and during shortterm storage periods.

Tim
Tremblay

Winter Two-Stroke Performance
AMSOIL DOMINATOR® and
INTERCEPTOR® Synthetic 2-Stroke
Oils provide exceptional performance
in snowmobiles
and other twostroke equipment.
AMSOIL
DOMINATOR is
formulated with
heavier base oils
for “on the edge”
operation, while
also protecting
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All’s Good in the Badlands
Team AMSOIL driver earns big wins in South Dakota.

The summer racing season started with
a bang for Team AMSOIL driver Chad
Boespflug as he picked up three AMSOIL
USAC National Sprint Car series wins by
the end of June, positioning himself to
make a run at the 2016 title.
As the dog days of summer were quickly
passing, the California native hadn’t found
the top spot on the podium since his late
June win at Eagle Raceway in Eagle, Neb.
And despite a string of top-10 finishes,
Boespflug knew he had to get back on top
heading into the big-money races of the
fall racing season.
In late August, Boespflug and the AMSOIL
series headed to Badlands Speedway in
Brandon, S.D. for the annual Rock and
Roll Gold Cup and its $60,000 payday.
On night one, Boespflug battled several
restarts and fellow Team AMSOIL driver
Chase Stockon from a fifth-place starting

14
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position to take the win and a $10,000
check. The win also put him in a good
starting position for Sunday night’s race
and its $50,000 prize, and he quickly
moved up from his fourth-place starting
spot and battled Bud Kaeding to the wire
for the weekend sweep.
“This is the biggest win of my career and
is a huge confidence-booster for not only
me, but my team as well,” said Boespflug.
“This will help us gain some momentum
as we head into the final two months of
racing.”
Heading into October, Boespflug sits sixth
overall in the national points race. The
top 10 is full of Team AMSOIL drivers,
including Brady Bacon, Chase Stockon,
Dave Darland and CJ Leary. You can
follow the championship chase at
www.amsoilracing.com.

There must be some magic in the
number seven. Team AMSOIL
off-road driver Scott Douglas
drove the #7 AMSOIL Pro 4x4 to
the inaugural AMSOIL Cup win
in 2010. Six years later, Keegan
Kincaid ripped his AMSOILbacked Traxxas #7 around the
famed Big House to win his first
career AMSOIL Cup.
Kincaid is a star in the making
when it comes to off-road racing,
learning the trade from his dad,
world champion off-road racer Jeff
Kincaid. The younger Kincaid is
just beginning to make his mark,
and alongside a bevy of talented
young drivers like CJ Greaves
and Kyle Hart, the TORC Series
presented by AMSOIL has a core
group that will excite race fans for
years to come.
That talent pool makes for great
points racing, but it also makes
for spectacular cup racing, where
Pro 2wd racers match up against
Pro 4x4 racers. It also matches old
vs. new, or experience vs. youth.
Either way, we were lucky to see
such a great weekend of racing
in Crandon this year, one that
culminated with a near-perfect run
by the talented Kincaid.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

Finishing What He Started
A new team didn’t slow Cary Goforth’s quest for a third straight title.

The IHRA Pro Stock class covers the
spectrum of passenger car styles and
power plants, and teams are not limited
by displacement or customizing rules.
Instead, they are free to put together the
most radical and mechanical machines
in all of drag racing.
To win an IHRA Pro Stock event, teams
must be prepared to run in the low sixsecond range, or more than 220 miles
per hour in the quarter-mile. Over the past
three seasons, no one has consistently hit
those marks as often as Team AMSOIL
driver Cary Goforth.
Goforth joined forces last winter with
the AMSOIL-backed Black Diamond
Motorsports, one of the top teams
in IHRA Pro Stock racing. The new
partnership immediately clicked, with
Goforth winning the AMSOIL Nitro
Nationals in Orlando, Fla. He followed
up the season-opening win with a
dominant, winning weekend of racing
at the President’s Cup Nationals in
Maryland in June.
“It certainly was a pleasant surprise in
Orlando to go out and win our very first
race as a new team,” said team owner
Kevin Bealko. “Cary is a great driver
and he had no problem adjusting to our

AMSOIL Pro Stock Camaro*. The crew
gave him a winning car and Cary drove it
like a true champion.
“The IHRA President’s Cup at Budds
Creek, Maryland has a long history
of prestigious champions. No doubt
that winning at Budds Creek gave our
AMSOIL team the momentum necessary
to win a championship.”

championship without using AMSOIL
racing products, which gave us the edge
we needed. Stay tuned for the 2017
season, when our AMSOIL Camaros
come to your hometown track.”
To learn more about Black Diamond
Motorsports and our involvement with the
IHRA, visit www.amsoilracing.com.

Goforth and rival Trevor Eman locked into a
race for the championship throughout the
season, with the title decided at the season-ending Northern Nationals in Martin,
Mich. Fans didn’t have to wait until the final
to find out who would be the 2016 champ
as Goforth and Eman went head-to-head
in the semifinals. Goforth narrowly edged
Eman, running a 6.319 at 221.57 mph to
claim his third consecutive championship.
Goforth finished off the title run by defeating J.R. Carr for his third win of the year.

DEALER IMPACT

“It was a storybook season for our
AMSOIL/Deans Casing/Black Diamond
Motorsports team,” said Bealko. “To
win the 2016 IHRA Pro Stock World
Championship was totally awesome.
The competition was fierce this season
battling drivers like Trevor Eman and
J.R. Carr all the way to the very last race.
Of course we couldn’t have won the

While 68 percent of IHRA fans and 54
percent of USAC fans use full-synthetic
motor oil, 23 percent and 28 percent,
respectively, use AMSOIL synthetic
motor oil, presenting outstanding
opportunities for AMSOIL Dealers to
present the premium protection and
performance benefits of AMSOIL
products and build their businesses.

Our involvement with the IHRA and
USAC effectively builds brand awareness
among automotive enthusiasts. The
vast majority of IHRA and USAC fans
consider themselves do-it-yourselfers
when it comes to oil changes:
• 92 percent of IHRA fans change their
own oil
• 78 percent of USAC fans change
their own oil
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MONTHLY LEADERS

The AMSOIL Dealer Hall of Fame, full AMSOIL business category descriptions and top 20 monthly
leaders can be found in the Dealer Recognition area under the Services menu in the Dealer Zone.

Bill & Donna Durand
Wisconsin

Dave M. Mann
Michigan
7-STAR

7-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

FIRST
Total Organization
THIRD
Personal Group Sales
HALL OF FAME

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

SECOND
Total Organization
FIRST
Personal Group Sales
FOURTH
New Qualified Customers

Carol H. Bell
Texas
5-STAR

Sherree Schell

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

Idaho

SEVENTH
Total Organization
NINTH
Personal Group Sales

4-STAR

FIRST
Commercial Account Sales
EIGHTH
Retail Account Sales

Wesley & Marla
Stauffer
Pennsylvania
EXECUTIVE DIRECT
JOBBERS

EIGHTH
Total Organization
TENTH
Personal Group Sales

Thomas R. Weiss

Washington
5-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

THIRD
Total Organization
SEVENTH
Personal Group Sales

Michael H. Ellis
Michigan
5-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

NINTH
Total Organization
SIXTH
Personal Group Sales
FIRST
Retail Account Sales

North Dakota

Billy & Lisa Acock

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

DIRECT DEALERS

California

FOURTH
Commercial Account Sales

FIFTH
Commercial Account Sales
Retail Account Sales

SIXTH
Commercial Account Sales

Robert & Carolyn
Geyer

John & Dianne
Moldowan

Douglas Huculak

California

Alberta

REGENCY DIRECT
DIRECT JOBBERS

REGENCY GOLD
DIRECT JOBBERS

TENTH
Commercial Account Sales

THIRD
Retail Account Sales

Kent & Trudy
Whiteman

Michael J. Mathe

Utah

Tennessee

7-STAR

REGENCY SILVER
DIRECT JOBBER

Minnesota

SECOND
New Qualified Customers
SIXTH
New Customer Sales

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

FIRST
New Qualified Customers
SECOND
New Customer Sales
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Leonard & Marcie
Pearson
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Saskatchewan
REGENCY GOLD
DIRECT JOBBER

FOURTH
Retail Account Sales

Mylo & Patty
Twingstrom
1-STAR

THIRD
New Qualified Customers

JULY 2016
Thomas & Sheila Shalin

Ches & Natasha Cain

Georgia

South Dakota

4-STAR

3-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

FOURTH
Total Organization
Personal Group Sales

FIFTH
Total Organization
SECOND
Personal Group Sales

FIFTH
New Qualified Customers
New Customer Sales

Robert L. Ayr
Massachusetts
EXECUTIVE DIRECT
JOBBER

TENTH
Total Organization
FIFTH
Personal Group Sales

Vijay Parany
Ontario
1-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

SEVENTH
Commercial Account Sales
EIGHTH
New Qualified Customers

Debra McKenzie
Alberta
REGENCY GOLD
DIRECT JOBBER

George & Shirley
Douglas
Tennessee
4-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

SIXTH
Total Organization

THIRD
Commercial Account Sales

Ray & Kathy Yaeger

David B.
Richardson

Wisconsin
5-STAR

Ohio

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

EXECUTIVE DIRECT
JOBBER

EIGHTH
Personal Group Sales

SECOND
Commercial Account Sales

SECOND
Retail Account Sales

Greg & Joan
Desrosiers
Alberta

James J. Allen

3-STAR

Ohio

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

REGENCY GOLD
DIRECT JOBBER

EIGHTH
Commercial Account Sales

NINTH
Commercial Account Sales

NINTH
Retail Account Sales
FIRST
New Customer Sales

Daniel & Judy Watson

James Ackney

Florida

Alberta

2-STAR

MASTER DIRECT JOBBER

SIXTH
Retail Account Sales

SEVENTH
Retail Account Sales

Michael & Tammi
Lick

Frank & Barb Eves

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

TENTH
Retail Account Sales

Michigan

Doug & Penny
Murphy

DIRECT JOBBERS

EXECUTIVE DIRECT
JOBBERS

DIRECT JOBBERS

SIXTH
New Qualified Customers

SEVENTH
New Qualified Customers

Iowa

District of Columbia
NINTH
New Qualified Customers
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Michael & Linda
Ford

Bruce & Diane
Adams

Minnesota

Indiana

REGENCY GOLD
DIRECT JOBBERS

PREMIER DIRECT JOBBERS

FOURTH
New Customer Sales

TENTH
New Qualified Customers

Steve Millen
Wisconsin
REGENCY DIRECT JOBBER

SEVENTH
New Customer Sales

Donald & Patricia
Soule
Massachusetts
DIRECT JOBBERS

NINTH
New Customer Sales

HIGHER LEVELS OF RECOGNITION

Jonathan & Kathy
Hendley

Robert L. Ayr
Massachusetts

Tennessee

EXECUTIVE DIRECT JOBBER

PREMIER DIRECT JOBBERS

Michael & Tammi
Lick
Iowa
DIRECT JOBBERS

Sponsor:
Joseph M. Seifert
Direct Jobber:
Joseph M. Seifert

EXECUTIVE

PREMIER

Bob T. Sneed
Idaho
DIRECT DEALER

Sponsors:
Richard & Vera Martin
Direct Jobber:
Chalmer Miller
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Your Next Step

The AMSOIL Installer Program

AMSOIL Dealers interested in participating in the Installer Program should purchase an Installer Kit (G250), which contains
everything you need to call on five installer accounts.
• (5) Programs for Today’s Installers Brochures (G3401)
• (2) Retail Account Program Kits (G1001)
• (1) Strategies for Entering the Installer Market (G3400)
• (5) XL Synthetic Motor Oil Data Bulletins (G1404)
• (5) XL Fair Handouts (G3406)

• (1) The AMSOIL Installer Program – Dealers Only Brochure (G3413)
• (5) Installer Price Lists (G3402)
• (5) OE Synthetic Motor Oil Data Bulletins (G3404)
• (5) OE Fair Handouts (G3407)

Once accounts have been established, Dealers are responsible for servicing the account, maintaining brochure
inventories, etc.

Car Formula
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ubrication needs
an gasoline
d light trucks.
APS, Mid-SAPS
mulations.

to diversify
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I N S TA L L E R P R I C I N G

OE Synthetic Motor Oil Pricing

AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil is competitively priced, offers motorists all the benefits
of a premium synthetic motor oil with a standard drain interval and fits the objectives of
your business to see your customers often and increase profits.
AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil is competitively priced, offers motorists all the benefits

I N S TA L L E R P R I C I N G

OE Synthetic Motor Oil Pricing

OEZ

OEM

I N S TA L L E R P R I C I N G
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Motor
Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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synthetic
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OEF

$3.89
OEF27 EA
$53.28 $3.87
$4.44
OEF1G
$4.34
EA
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OEM1GOil
CA
(4) Gallons
32.0
$69.44
$4.34
OE 10W-30
SyntheticEA
Motor
OEF30
30-Gallon
Drum
240.0
$493.80
$4.12
EA
275-Gallon
Tote
2,083.0
$4,251.50
$3.87
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OE 5W-30
Synthetic
Motor
Oil30-Gallon
OEM30
Drum
240.0
$493.80
$4.12
OETQT OEF55 CA
(12)
Quarts
$53.28 $855.80
$4.44
EA
55-GallonEA
Drum 24.0
430.0
$3.89
OEFQT EA
(12)
Quarts
24.0
$53.28 $3.87
OEM55 CA
55-Gallon
Drum
430.0
$855.80 $4.44
$3.89
OET30 OEF27 EA
30-Gallon
Drum EA
241.0
$493.80
$4.12
275-Gallon
Tote
2,074.0
$4,251.50
OEF1G 55-Gallon
(4) Gallons
32.0 2,073.0
$69.44$4,251.50 $4.34
OEM27 CA
275-Gallon Tote
$3.87
OET55
EA
Drum EA
432.0
$855.80
$3.89
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OE 10W-30
SyntheticEA
Motor
Oil
OEF30
30-Gallon
Drum
240.0
$493.80
$4.12
OET27
EA
275-Gallon
Tote
2,083.0
$3.87
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OE 5W-30
Synthetic
Motor
Oil $4,251.50
OETQT OEF55 CA
(12) Quarts
EA
55-Gallon Drum 24.0
430.0 $53.28 $855.80 $4.44
$3.89
OEFQT EA
CA
(12)
Quarts
24.0
$53.28 $3.87
$4.44
OET30
EA
30-Gallon
Drum
241.0 2,074.0$493.80
OEF27
275-Gallon
Tote
$4,251.50 $4.12
API CJ-4; Full Synthetic;
AMSOIL
Brand
OEF1G 55-Gallon
CA
(4) Gallons
32.0
$69.44
$4.34 OED
OEC
OET55
EA
Drum
432.0
$855.80
$3.89
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OE 10W-30
SyntheticEA
Motor
Oil
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OEF30
30-Gallon
Drum
240.0
$493.80
$4.12
OE 10W-30 Synthetic
Oil
OET27 Diesel EA
275-Gallon Tote
2,083.0
$4,251.50
$3.87
OETQT OEF55 CA
(12) Quarts
24.0 PER 430.0 $53.28 $855.80 $4.44
EA
55-Gallon Drum COST
$3.89
STOCK
PACKAGE
WEIGHT
WHOLESALE
NUMBER
UNITS
SIZE
(LBS.)
QUART
OET30
EA
30-Gallon 275-Gallon
Drum COST Tote 241.0
OEF27
EA
2,074.0$493.80$4,251.50 $4.12
$3.87
API CJ-4; Full Synthetic;
AMSOIL
Brand
OEC
OECQT
CA
(12)
Quarts
25.2
$58.80 ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
$4.90
OET55
EA
55-Gallon Drum
432.0
$855.80
$3.89
OE 10W-30
Synthetic
Motor
Oil
Synthetic
Diesel
Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OEC1G OE 10W-30
CA
(4)
Gallons
32.0
$76.80
$4.80
OET27
EA
275-Gallon Tote
2,083.0
$4,251.50
$3.87
OETQT
CA
(12) $49.35
Quarts
24.0 PER
$53.28
$4.44
PACKAGE
WHOLESALE $4.94 COST
OECTP STOCK EA
(1) 2.5-Gallon
Bottle
19.5 WEIGHT
NUMBER
UNITS
SIZE
(LBS.)
COST
QUART
OET30
EA
30-Gallon
$493.80
$4.12
API CJ-4;(2)
Full2.5-Gallon
Synthetic;
AMSOIL Brand
OECTP
CA
Bottles
39.0
$94.00Drum
$4.70 241.0
OEC
CA
Quarts
25.2
$58.80 $4.58 432.0
$4.90
OET55
EA
55-Gallon
$855.80
$3.89
OEC30 OECQT EA
30-Gallon (12)
Drum
242.0
$549.00Drum
OE 10W-30
Synthetic
Diesel434.0
Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
CA
Gallons
32.0
$76.80 $4.35
$4.80
OET27
EA
275-Gallon
2,083.0
$4,251.50
$3.87
OEC55 OEC1G EA
55-Gallon (4)
Drum
$957.00 Tote
STOCK EA
PACKAGE
WEIGHT $49.35
WHOLESALE $4.94 COST PER
(1)Tote
2.5-Gallon
Bottle
19.5
OEC27 OECTP EA
$4,757.50
$4.33
NUMBER 275-Gallon
UNITS
SIZE 2,092.0
(LBS.)
COST
QUART
API CJ-4;(2)
Full2.5-Gallon
Synthetic; Bottles
AMSOIL Brand39.0
OECTP
CA
$94.00
$4.70
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OECQT EA
(12)
Quarts
25.2$549.00 $58.80 $4.58
$4.90
OE 15W-40
Synthetic
Diesel CA
Oil
OEC30
30-Gallon
Drum
242.0––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OEQuarts
10W-30
Synthetic
Diesel434.0
Oil $59.55
OEC1G EA
CA
Gallons
32.0$957.00 $4.96
$76.80 $4.35
$4.80
OEDQT OEC55 CA
(12)
25.2
55-Gallon (4)
Drum
STOCK EA
PACKAGE
WHOLESALE $4.94 COST PER
OECTP EA
(1)Tote
2.5-Gallon
Bottle
19.5 WEIGHT
$49.35
OED1G OEC27 CA
(4)
Gallons
32.0
$4.86
275-Gallon
$4.33
NUMBER
UNITS
SIZE 2,092.0 $77.80$4,757.50
(LBS.)
COST
QUART
API CJ-4;
Full2.5-Gallon
Synthetic;
AMSOIL Brand39.0
OECTP (1) 2.5-Gallon
CA
(2)
Bottles
$94.00
$4.70
OEDTP
EA
Bottle
19.5
$5.00
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OECQT EA
CA
(12)
Quarts $50.05
25.2
$4.90
OE 15W-40
Synthetic
Diesel
Oil
OEC30
30-Gallon
Drum
242.0––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
$549.00 $58.80 $4.58
OEDTP
CA
(2)
2.5-Gallon
39.0
$95.25
$4.76
OEBottles
10W-30
Synthetic
Diesel
Oil
OEC1G
CA
(4)
Gallons
32.0
$76.80 $4.35
$4.80
(12)
Quarts
25.2
OEC55 CA
EA
55-Gallon
Drum
434.0 $59.55
$957.00 $4.96
OED30 OEDQT EA
30-Gallon
Drum
242.0
$556.50
$4.64
STOCK
PACKAGE
WEIGHT $49.35
WHOLESALE $4.94 COST PER
OECTP EA
EA
(1)Tote
2.5-Gallon
Bottle
19.5
(4)
Gallons
32.0
$4.86
OEC27 CA
275-Gallon
2,092.0 $77.80
$4,757.50
$4.33
NUMBER
UNITS
SIZE
COST
QUART
OED55 OED1G EA
55-Gallon
Drum
437.1
$970.75
$4.41 (LBS.)
OECTP (1)
CA Bottle
(2) 2.5-Gallon
Bottles $50.05
39.0
$94.00
$4.70
EA
2.5-Gallon
19.5
$5.00
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OED27 OEDTP EA
275-Gallon
Tote
2,089.0
$4,826.25
$4.39 25.2
OECQT
CA
(12)
Quarts
$4.90
OE 15W-40
Synthetic
Diesel
Oil
OEC30
EA
30-Gallon
Drum
242.0
$549.00 $58.80 $4.58
OEDTP
CA
(2)
2.5-Gallon
Bottles
39.0
$95.25
$4.76
OEC1G
CA
(4)
Gallons
32.0
$76.80 $4.35
$4.80
(12)
Quarts
25.2$556.50
OEC55 CA
EA
55-Gallon
Drum
434.0 $59.55
$957.00 $4.96
OED30 OEDQT EA
30-Gallon
Drum
242.0
$4.64
OECTP EA
EA
(1)Tote
2.5-Gallon
Bottle
19.5
$49.35 $4.33
$4.94
(4)
Gallons
32.0$970.75
$4.86
OEC27 CA
275-Gallon
2,092.0 $77.80
$4,757.50
OED55 OED1G EA
55-Gallon
Drum
437.1
$4.41
OECTP (1)
CA Bottle
(2) 2.5-Gallon
Bottles
39.0
$94.00
$4.70
EA
2.5-Gallon
19.5
$5.00
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OED27 OEDTP EA
275-Gallon
Tote
2,089.0
$4,826.25 $50.05
$4.39
OE 15W-40
Synthetic
Diesel
Oil
OEC30
EA
30-Gallon
Drum
242.0
$549.00
$4.58
OEDTP
CA
(2) 2.5-Gallon
Bottles
39.0
$95.25
$4.76
(12)
Quarts
OEC55 CA
55-Gallon
Drum 25.2$556.50
434.0 $59.55 $4.64
$957.00 $4.96
$4.35
OED30 OEDQT EA
30-GallonEA
Drum
242.0
(4)
Gallons
$4.86
OEC27 CA
275-Gallon
Tote 32.0$970.75
2,092.0 $77.80$4,757.50
$4.33
OED55 OED1G EA
55-GallonEA
Drum
437.1
$4.41
EA
(1)Tote
2.5-Gallon Bottle
19.5
$5.00
OED27 OEDTP EA
275-Gallon
2,089.0
$4,826.25 $50.05 $4.39
OE 15W-40
Synthetic
Diesel
Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OEDTP
CA
(2) 2.5-Gallon Bottles
39.0
$95.25
$4.76
CA
Quarts
25.2$556.50 $59.55 $4.64
$4.96
OED30 OEDQT EA
30-Gallon (12)
Drum
242.0
CA
Gallons
32.0$970.75 $77.80 $4.41
$4.86
OED55 OED1G EA
55-Gallon (4)
Drum
437.1
EA
(1)Tote
2.5-Gallon Bottle
19.5
$5.00
OED27 OEDTP EA
275-Gallon
2,089.0
$4,826.25 $50.05 $4.39
OEDTP
CA
(2) 2.5-Gallon Bottles
39.0
$95.25
$4.76
OED30
EA
30-Gallon Drum
242.0
$556.50
$4.64
OED55
EA
55-Gallon Drum
437.1
$970.75
$4.41
OED27
EA
275-Gallon Tote
2,089.0
$4,826.25
$4.39

OET

OEF

OET

G3401

G3400

G1001

UNITS

CA
EA
EA
EA

PACKAGE
SIZE

WEIGHT
(LBS.)

WHOLESALE
COST

COST PER
QUART

(12) Quarts
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum
275-Gallon Tote

24.0
240.0
430.0
2,074.0

$53.28
$493.80
$855.80
$4,251.50

$4.44
$4.12
$3.89
$3.87

Now is the time to pursue the installer market.

OEMQT
OEM1G
OEM30
OEM55
OEM27

OED

OED
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XL Synthetic Motor Oil

XL Synthetic Motor Oil
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superior protection
and
performance
entire
chemistryoilto
neutralize
acidsthroughout
longer
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conventional
oils.Oil
The
and
engine
AMSOIL
Syntheticthe
Motor
is
Duringitself.
normal
engineXLoperation,
combustion
process
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic Motor Oil is friendly toward modern emisdrain interval.
extra additive
package
raises boost
the total
base number
formulated
witheffectively
extended-drain
technology.
It employs
creates
acidic by-products
that
can lead to
internal
component
sions
control
systems, promoting proper operation of catalytic
(TBN), a high-quality
measure of an
oil’s useful
service
and
provides
synthetic
stockslife,
and
a unique
additive of the engine
corrosion
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a reduction
inBoost
the
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Extended-Drain
for optimum
service
life and low exhaust emissions.
Maintains
Low
Emissions
Lowers superior
Maintenance
Costs
protection
and
performance
throughout
the
entire converters
chemistry
neutralize
acids
longer
than
conventional
oils.Oil
The
oiltoand
engine
itself.
AMSOIL
XLoperation,
Syntheticthe
Motor
is
During
normal
engine
combustion
process
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic Motor Oil is friendly toward modern emisdrain interval.
Cost-conscious
motorists,
business
owners
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managers
extra additive
package
raises
the total
base number
formulated
witheffectively
extended-drain
boost
technology.
It employs
creates
acidic by-products
can
lead to
internal
component
Protects
in All
Temperatures
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control
systems, promoting proper operation of catalytic
benefit from the extended
intervals
and
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of an
oil’s wear
usefulprotection
service
and
provides
high-quality
synthetic
stockslife,
and
a unique
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service
lifeItand
low the
exhaust
emissions.
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Low
Emissions
AMSOIL
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a multi-viscosity
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resists
effects
AMSOIL Lowers
XL Synthetic
Motor
Oil. Frequent
oil changes
are
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Maintenance
Costs
superior
protection
and
performance
throughout
the
entire converters
chemistry
neutralize
acids
oils.
The
oiltoand
engine
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AMSOIL
XLconventional
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Motor
Oil
is including evaporation and viscosity loss,
of thermal
breakdown,
pensive, Cost-conscious
time-consuming
and
inconvenient,
while
longer
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic Motor Oil is friendly toward modern emisdrain interval.
motorists,
business
owners
and drain
fleetraises
managers
extra
additive
package
effectively
the
total
base
number
formulated
withIncreased
extended-drain
boost
technology.
It employs
better
than
conventional
oils
while
remaining
fluid inproper
cold temintervals benefit
reduce from
coststhe
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environmental
impact.
Protects
in All
Temperatures
sions
control
systems,
promoting
operation of catalytic
extended
intervals
and
protection
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(TBN),
a drain
measure
of an
oil’s wear
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service
life,
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high-quality
synthetic
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stocksperatures
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for
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startup
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wear control
can further
reduce
maintenance
costs.
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forand
optimum
service
lifeItand
low the
exhaust
emissions.
Maintains
Emissions
AMSOIL
XLcold
is
a starts
multi-viscosity
formulation.
resists
effects
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic
Motor
Oil. Frequent
oilWith
changes
are
ex- thanthe
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Maintenance
Costs
superior
protection
and
performance
throughout
entire
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to
neutralize
acids
longer
conventional
oils.
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Motor
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realize
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breakdown,
including
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time-consuming
and
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while
longer
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XL Synthetic
Motorand
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business
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the
extended
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and
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a drain
measure
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oil’s wear
usefulprotection
servicebetter
life,
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mum engine
peratures
for
easier
cold
fast
startup
circulation.
wearprotection.
control
can further
reduce
maintenance
costs.
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic
Motor
fortified
with
detergent
and
converters
forand
optimum
service
lifeItand
low the
exhaust
emissions.
Maintains
Low
Emissions
AMSOIL
XLOil
is is
a starts
multi-viscosity
formulation.
resists
effects
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic
Motor
Oil. Frequent
oilWith
changes
are
exLowers
Maintenance
Costs
superior
protection
and performance
throughout
the
entire
AMSOIL pensive,
XL Synthetic
Motor
Oil, interval.
motorists
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It is engineered
to resist
sludge
and Motorand
of thermal
breakdown,
including
evaporation
viscosity
time-consuming
and inconvenient,
longer
AMSOIL
XL
Synthetic
Oil is
friendlyloss,
toward modern emisdrain
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motorists,
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and drain
fleet additives.
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Improves
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cost savings
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conventional
oils.
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Engines
Clean
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than
conventional
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remaining
fluid inproper
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reduce of
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environmental
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in All
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engine
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Oilprotection.
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friction
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clean
operation
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for Motor
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cold
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fast
startup
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wear
can further
reduce
maintenance
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XLlonger-lasting,
Synthetic
fortified
with
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and
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optimum
service
lifeItand
low the
exhaust
emissions.
AMSOIL
XLOil
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a starts
multi-viscosity
formulation.
resists
effects
AMSOIL
XL
Synthetic
Motor
Oil.toFrequent
changes
are exLowers
Maintenance
Costs
reduce friction-related
energy
loss. Ittime-consuming
provides
better
fuel inconvenient,
econAMSOIL
XL Synthetic
Motor Oil,
motorists
realize the convedispersant
It is engineered
to resist
sludge
and
of thermal
breakdown,
including
evaporation
and viscosity loss,
pensive,
and
longer
Cost-conscious
motorists,
businesswhile
owners
and drain
fleet additives.
managers
omy compared
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conventional,
non-fuel-efficient
motor
oils. intervals
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Fueland
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Bid
cost
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Itwhile
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Clean
better
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and
environmental
impact.
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Protects
in All
Temperatures
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the
extended
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protection
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mumMotor
engine
XL Synthetic
Oilprotection.
iscontrol
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with
friction
clean
operation
forperatures
better-running
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XL
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Motor
Oil
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easier
cold
and
fast
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wear
can further
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maintenance
costs.oil
With
AMSOIL
XLlonger-lasting,
Synthetic
Motor
fortified
with
detergent
and It resists the effects
AMSOIL
XLOil
is is
a starts
multi-viscosity
formulation.
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XL
Synthetic
Motor
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changes
are
exreduce friction-related
energy
loss. Ittime-consuming
provides
better
fuel inconvenient,
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purchasing
bids.ofIt thermal
isItcost-effective,
making
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic
Motor Oil,
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realize and
the convedispersant
is engineered
to resist
sludge
and
breakdown,
including
evaporation
and viscosity loss,
pensive,
and
while
longer
drain additives.
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motor
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Fueland
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specified.
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cost
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extended
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conventional
promotes
Keeps
Engines
Clean
betterthan
than
conventionaloils.
oils Itwhile
remaining fluid in cold temintervals
reduce of
costs
and
environmental
impact.
Increased
mumMotor
engine
XL Synthetic
Oilprotection.
iscontrol
formulated
with friction
toAMSOIL
operation
forperatures
better-running
XL
Synthetic
Motor
Oil
fulfillsfor
the
requirements
of engines.
most
easier
cold
and
fast
startup circulation.
wear
can further
reducemodifiers
maintenance
costs.clean
With
AMSOIL
XLlonger-lasting,
Synthetic
Motor
Oil
is starts
fortified
with
detergent
and
reduce friction-related
energy
loss. It provides
better
fuel econpublic
privatedispersant
purchasingadditives.
bids. It isItcost-effective,
AMSOIL
XL Synthetic
Motor Oil,
motorists
realize and
the conveis engineered making
to resist sludge and
omy compared
tonience
conventional,
non-fuel-efficient
motor drain
oils.it intervals
Improves
Fueland
Economy
ideal where
synthetic
motor
oil is better
specified.
Bid
cost
savings of extended
withAppropriate
maxicarbon
deposits
thanClean
conventional oils. It promotes
Keeps
Engines
mumMotor
engine
XL Synthetic
Oilprotection.
is formulated with friction modifiers toAMSOIL clean
operation
forXLlonger-lasting,
better-running
XL Synthetic
Motor
Oil
fulfills the
requirements
of engines.
most
AMSOIL
Synthetic
Motor
Oil is fortified
with detergent and
reduce friction-related energy loss. It provides better fuel econpublic and privatedispersant
purchasingadditives.
bids. It isItcost-effective,
is engineered making
to resist sludge and
omy compared
to conventional,
non-fuel-efficient motor oils.it ideal where
Improves
Fuel Economy
synthetic
motor
oil is better
specified.
Bid Appropriate
carbon
deposits
than conventional oils. It promotes
XL Synthetic Motor Oil is formulated with friction modifiers toAMSOIL clean
operation
for longer-lasting,
better-running
XL Synthetic
Motor
Oil fulfills the requirements
of engines.
most
reduce friction-related energy loss. It provides better fuel econpublic and private purchasing bids. It is cost-effective, making
omy compared to conventional, non-fuel-efficient motor oils.it ideal where
synthetic motor oil is specified.
Bid Appropriate
AMSOIL XL Synthetic Motor Oil fulfills the requirements of most
public and private purchasing bids. It is cost-effective, making
it ideal where synthetic motor oil is specified.

Quality Synthetic Oil
with extended drain BOOSt
Quality Synthetic Oil
with extended drain BOOSt
Quality Synthetic Oil
with extended drain BOOSt
Quality Synthetic Oil
with extended drain BOOSt
Quality Synthetic Oil
with extended drain BOOSt
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XL Synthetic Motor Oil

OE 0W-20, 5W-20, 5W-30 and
10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil
OE 0W-20,
5W-20,
5W-30 and
Formulated
for Excellent
Engine Protection
10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil
and Performance
OE 0W-20,
5W-20,
5W-30 and
Formulated
for Excellent
Engine Protection
AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil helps provide better wear control, im10W-30
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Performance
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Quality Synthetic Oil
fOr leSS
Quality Synthetic Oil
fOr leSS
Quality Synthetic Oil
fOr leSS
Quality Synthetic Oil
fOr leSS

CA
CA
EA
EA
EA

(12) Quarts
(4) Gallons
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum
275-Gallon Tote

$4.44
$4.34
$4.12
$3.89
$3.87

OEF

OET

CA
CA
EA
EA
EA
CA
EA
EA
EA

(12) Quarts
(4) Gallons
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum
275-Gallon Tote

24.0
32.0
240.0
430.0
2,074.0

$53.28
$69.44
$493.80
$855.80
$4,251.50

Extended-Drain Boost Technology

$4.44
$4.34
$4.12
$3.89
$3.87

During normal engine operation, the combustion process
creates acidic by-products that can lead to internal component
corrosion and a reduction in the life expectancy of the engine
oil and engine itself. AMSOIL XL Synthetic Motor Oil is
formulated with extended-drain boost technology. It employs
high-quality synthetic base stocks and a unique additive
chemistry to neutralize acids longer than conventional oils. The
extra additive package effectively raises the total base number
(TBN), a measure of an oil’s useful service life, and provides
superior protection and performance throughout the entire
drain interval.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(12) Quarts
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum
275-Gallon Tote

24.0
241.0
432.0
2,083.0

$53.28
$493.80
$855.80
$4,251.50

$4.44
$4.12
$3.89
$3.87

Lowers Maintenance Costs
OE 10W-30 Synthetic Diesel Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Bid Appropriate

G3407
G3404

AMSOIL products and Dealership information are
available from your local full-service AMSOIL Dealer.

AMSOIL INC., 925 Tower Ave., Superior, WI 54880 • 715-392-7101 • Printed in the USA.

$53.28
$69.44
$493.80
$855.80
$4,251.50

API CJ-4; Full Synthetic; AMSOIL Brand

AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil fulfills the requirements of most public and private purchasing bids. It is cost-effective, making it ideal where synthetic motor oil is specified.

G3406

24.0
32.0
240.0
430.0
2,073.0
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G1404

AMSOIL, the leader in automotive synthetic lubrication, produced the
world’s first API-qualified synthetic motor oil in 1972. Trust the extensive experience of AMSOIL, the First in Synthetics ®, to do the best job
protecting your engine.

OE 5W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
OEFQT
OEF1G
OEF30
OEF55
OEF27

G3402
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XL Synthetic Motor Oil

AMSOIL XL Extended Life Synthetic Motor Oil is designed to provide
better wear control, improved high- and low-temperature protection and
increased fuel economy compared to conventional oils. AMSOIL XL
Synthetic Motor Oil is formulated with extended-drain boost technology.
It provides superior performance for up to 10,000-miles/six months, or
longer when recommended in owners’ manuals or indicated by electronic oil life monitoring systems.

OE 5W-20 Synthetic Motor Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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OE 10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil
D A T A

XL Synthetic Motor Oil
Extended-Drain Boost Technology
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OED

OEC

OEZ

API SN Certified; ILSAC GF-5; Full Synthetic; AMSOIL Brand; 5W-20 & 5W-30 recommended
for dexos1™.

OET

OEF

OEM55 275-Gallon
55-Gallon
Drum
430.0
$855.80
30-Gallon
Drum EA Tote 241.0
$493.80$4,251.50
$4.12
EA
2,074.0
$3.87
OEMQT EA
CA
(12)
Quarts
24.0
(4) Gallons
32.0 2,073.0
$69.44
OEM27 CA
275-Gallon
Tote
$4,251.50
55-Gallon
Drum
432.0
$855.80
$3.89

STOCK
NUMBER

UNITS

OECQT
OEC1G
OECTP
OECTP
OEC30
OEC55
OEC27

CA
CA
EA
CA
EA
EA
EA

PACKAGE
SIZE

WEIGHT
(LBS.)

WHOLESALE
COST

COST PER
QUART

(12) Quarts
(4) Gallons
(1) 2.5-Gallon Bottle
(2) 2.5-Gallon Bottles
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum
275-Gallon Tote

25.2
32.0
19.5
39.0
242.0
434.0
2,092.0

$58.80
$76.80
$49.35
$94.00
$549.00
$957.00
$4,757.50

$4.90
$4.80
$4.94
$4.70
$4.58
$4.35
$4.33

OEC

Cost-conscious motorists, business owners and fleet managers
benefit from the extended drain intervals and wear protection of
AMSOIL XL Synthetic Motor Oil. Frequent oil changes are expensive, time-consuming and inconvenient, while longer drain
intervals reduce costs and environmental impact. Increased
wear control can further reduce maintenance costs. With
AMSOIL XL Synthetic Motor Oil, motorists realize the convenience and cost savings of extended drain intervals with maximum engine protection.

OED

OE 15W-40 Synthetic Diesel Oil ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Improves Fuel Economy

OEDQT
OED1G
OEDTP
OEDTP
OED30
OED55
OED27

XL Synthetic Motor Oil is formulated with friction modifiers to
reduce friction-related energy loss. It provides better fuel economy compared to conventional, non-fuel-efficient motor oils.

CA
CA
EA
CA
EA
EA
EA

(12) Quarts
(4) Gallons
(1) 2.5-Gallon Bottle
(2) 2.5-Gallon Bottles
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum
275-Gallon Tote

25.2
32.0
19.5
39.0
242.0
437.1
2,089.0

$59.55
$77.80
$50.05
$95.25
$556.50
$970.75
$4,826.25

OE 0W-20, 5W-20, 5W-30 and
10W-30 Synthetic Motor Oil

Extended-Drain Boost Technology

AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil is competitively priced, offers motorists all the benefits
of a premium synthetic motor oil with a standard drain interval and fits the objectives of
your business to see your customers often and increase profits.

As many as 233,000 businesses currently offer an oil change,
ATF flush or other lubricant installation as standard services.
They include 16,000 dedicated quick lubes; 57,000 car dealerships
and more than 160,000 tire shops, full-service auto shops, garages
and other businesses. Research indicates continued growth in the
years ahead, making the lubricant installer market one of the most
lucrative available to Dealers. This program is designed to help
Dealers take part in this growth opportunity.
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XL Synthetic Motor Oil

OE Synthetic Motor Oil Pricing
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I N S TA L L E R P R I C I N G

A Program to Help Dealers Profit in the Do-It-For-Me Market

The Installer Kit includes:

$4.96
$4.86
$5.00
$4.76
$4.64
$4.41
$4.39

Formulated for Excellent Engine Protection
and Performance
Quality Synthetic Oil
with extended drain BOOSt

AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil helps provide better wear control, improved high- and low-temperature protection and increased fuel economy compared to conventional oils. The oil drain interval recommendations for many of today’s vehicles extend well beyond the traditional
3,000-mile interval, especially when electronic oil monitoring systems
are employed. AMSOIL OE Oil provides excellent protection and performance for the entire length of the original equipment manufacturer’s
recommended drain interval.
AMSOIL, the leader in automotive synthetic lubrication, produced the
world’s first API-qualified synthetic motor oil in 1972. Trust the extensive experience of AMSOIL, The First in Synthetics®, to do the best job
protecting your engine.

& Money
• Saves You Time Life
Engine
• Maximizes
e
• Improves Performanc

Improves Fuel Economy
Formulated with friction modifiers, AMSOIL OE Syntheti
Synthetic Motor Oil is a fuel-efficient
oil that reduces friction-related energy loss. It provides better fuel economy
compared to conventional, non-fuel-efficient motor oils.

Maintains Low Emissions
AMSOIL XL Synthetic Motor Oil is friendly toward modern emissions control systems, promoting proper operation of catalytic
converters for optimum service life and low exhaust emissions.

Protects in All Temperatures
AMSOIL XL is a multi-viscosity formulation. It resists the effects
of thermal breakdown, including evaporation and viscosity loss,
better than conventional oils while remaining fluid in cold temperatures for easier cold starts and fast startup circulation.

Keeps Engines Clean
AMSOIL XL Synthetic Motor Oil is fortified with detergent and
dispersant additives. It is engineered to resist sludge and
carbon deposits better than conventional oils. It promotes
clean operation for longer-lasting, better-running engines.

Bid Appropriate

Maintains Low Emissions
AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil is friendly toward modern emissions control
systems, promoting proper operation of catalytic converters for optimum service
life and low exhaust emissions.

Protects in All Temperatures
AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil is a multi-viscosity formulation. It resists the
effects of thermal breakdown, including evaporation and viscosity loss, while remaining fluid in cold temperatures for easier cold starts and fast startup circulation.

Keeps Engines Clean
Fortified with high levels of detergent and dispersant additives, AMSOIL OE Synthetic
Motor Oil is engineered to resist sludge and carbon deposits better than conventional
oils. It promotes clean operation for longer-lasting, better-running engines.

Bid Appropriate
AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil fulfills the requirements of most public and private purchasing bids. It is cost-effective, making it ideal where synthetic motor oil is specified.

AMSOIL XL Synthetic Motor Oil fulfills the requirements of most
public and private purchasing bids. It is cost-effective, making
it ideal where synthetic motor oil is specified.
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October Close-Out

AMSOIL Sales Tax Exemption Certificate Management

The last day to process October orders in the U.S. and
Canada is the close of business on Monday, Oct. 31.
Individual telephone and walk-in orders will be processed
if initiated by the close of business. Internet and fax orders
will be accepted until 3 p.m. Central Time on that day. All
orders received after these times will be processed for the
following month. Volume transfers for October business will
be accepted until 3 p.m. Central Time on Friday, Nov. 4. All
transfers received after this time will be returned.

If you or any of your accounts are tax-exempt, knowing how
sales tax exemption certificates work and how AMSOIL
manages them will help you and your customers run your
businesses more effectively and efficiently.

Holiday Closings
The Edmonton and Toronto distribution centers will be
closed Monday, Oct. 10 for Thanksgiving Day.

Dealer ID Cards Discontinued
Dealer ID cards were once necessary to help Dealers
remember their account numbers and show as proof of
current Dealer status. Today, the vast majority of customers
and businesses store this type of information electronically,
while AMSOIL provides tools in the Dealer Zone that allow
Dealers to easily access account numbers and membership
statuses of all Dealers and Preferred Customers. Because
Dealer ID cards are no longer necessary, we are no longer
issuing them to new Dealers. Some Canadian provinces
may require Dealers to carry an ID card. For those Dealers,
and any Dealers who prefer to carry an ID card, one may
be downloaded and printed from the Dealer Zone (Business
Tools>Literature>Customizable Literature>Printable Dealer Card).

P.C. Promotion Information
Going forward, Dealer notifications announcing the latest
Preferred Customer email promotions will be posted in the
Message Center and Dealer Zone only; they will not be sent
through email. We strongly encourage Dealers to log into
the Dealer Zone daily in order to be aware of the latest P.C.
promotions and other important information.

Most hardcore anglers have precious little time for fishing. To maximize
your time on the water, you need lubricants that protect your motor from
wear despite the challenging operating conditions. AMSOIL marine
products fight wear and maximize performance in marine engines.

John D. Doe’s Company
www.johnddoecompany.com
JohnDDoe@mail.com
Phone: 123-456-7890

All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by
their use. All products advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.
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Dealers and accounts with a state sales tax exemption
are required to file a valid sales tax exemption certificate
with AMSOIL. Valid exemption certificates must be legible,
complete and have a valid state sales tax exemption
claimed for the products being purchased. States will not
accept incomplete exemption certificates. Some state sales
tax exemption certificates expire automatically, while others
do not have a specified expiration date. As good practice,
AMSOIL automatically invalidates sales tax certificates
with no specified expiration after three years. Some states
require certificates to be filed annually.
Dealers and accounts receive email notifications at 45, 30,
and 15 days prior to certificate expiration. It is important
to keep an up-to-date, valid email address on file for taxexempt accounts. If updated information is not received,
the certificate in question will be allowed to expire. Once
updated information is received, Dealers and accounts are
eligible for a refund of sales tax charged during the lapse.
To request a refund, please complete and submit a Sales
Tax Adjustment Form (G20) to AMSOIL Account Services
within 90 days of product order date.
If you are already registered for sales tax exemption in your
state(s) or province(s), but need to file a valid tax exemption
certificate with AMSOIL, please complete the Uniform Sales
Tax Certificate (G495, G495C Can.) or the appropriate state
exemption form and submit it to AMSOIL Account Services:
CALL LINE: 715-399-6348
FAX: 715-395-5332
EMAIL: accountservices@amsoil.com

Get Customer Banners,
Business Cards and More
at the Print Center
The AMSOIL Print Center has
everything you need to get
connected to new customers
and stay in touch with
existing clients. It features an
extensive, updated selection
of professionally produced
AMSOIL business cards, ads,
banners, handouts, fridge
magnets and more that can be
customized to fit your needs
and coordinate with AMSOIL
advertising and marketing
efforts. To see what’s new,
simply log in to the Dealer Zone
and click the Print Center icon.

LESS FRICTION, MORE EFFICIENT ENGINE OPERATION
The benefits of AMSOIL synthetic lubricants are many. Superior wear
protection, increased horsepower, cooler-running engines, reduced
deposits, reduced oil consumption, resistance to oxidation and
breakdown, easier winter starts – they all add up to a better-running,
longer-lasting vehicle. But, for many motorists, improved fuel economy
is an especially relevant benefit. Nearly everyone is interested in
saving more at the pump.
It is well-documented that synthetic oils can help improve fuel
economy by reducing friction, and now is a great time to introduce your
customers to the fuel-economy benefits of AMSOIL synthetic lubricants.

AMSOIL P.i.®
provides additional
fuel-economy
benefits, effectively
improving fuel
economy up to
5.7 percent, while
reducing emissions
and restoring power
and performance.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim,
express or implied, is made by their use. All products advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.
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The first 90 days are critical for
new Dealers.
AMSOIL statistics show that new Dealers who don’t buy
products and register customers in the first 90 days are
unlikely to do so at all.

Bryce Malone | VICE PRESIDENT, DEALER SALES AND SERVICE
You just signed up a new Dealer.
Both of you are excited. Now what?
Do you run him through the T1
Program? Do you advise him to go
register a retail account? Create
a website? I have given this some
thought and wanted to share with you
the approach I would take if I were
that sponsoring Dealer.
1. I would help my new Dealer set
goals and expectations. What
are his goals for his new AMSOIL
Dealership? What does he want
out of it? How much does he want
to make a month? How many
customers does he want to register
each month? How much time will he
spend each week on his business?
Focus him on being a customer
generator.
2. Encourage my new Dealer to
buy product and try it before he
sells it. He needs to create his
own story/experience to share
with customers. Advise him to
buy products that will provide an
immediate impact. Our aerosols
(MP), additives and SABER ®
Professional, for example, tend to
show results that the new Dealer
will see immediately. Motor oil,
unlike a person’s favorite cup of
coffee or favorite microbrew, has
no taste or immediate satisfaction.
The benefits of motor oil are not
immediately recognizable, unlike
the taste of that favorite brew.
3. Practice with my new Dealer. Help
him get comfortable with selling
AMSOIL products and introduce
him to AU Online.
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4. Focus my new Dealer on building
a network and teach him how to
register customers. Create a list of
friends, family, co-workers, church
fellows, car or other hobby clubs he
might participate in. Those groups
are considered low-hanging fruit
– most likely to become excellent
AMSOIL customers. Remember,
most people are drawn to AMSOIL
because of an interest or hobby.
Focusing on these interests will
make their involvement in AMSOIL
more fun and engaging.

11. New Dealers who have registered
a few customers and generated
some commissions qualify for
placement on the AMSOIL Dealer
Locator. Encourage him to get T1
Certified so he can take advantage
of this excellent benefit.

5. Provide my new Dealer with some
catalogs (G100) and advise him
to hand them out to people he
identified with the lists he created.
Shake some hands.

It is critical that each new Dealer – and
each new customer, for that matter – is
treated individually. Each has different
motivations for being a Dealer or
customer of AMSOIL and you.

6. Check in weekly to make sure my
new Dealer is meeting his goals
and find out how I can help him
achieve those goals.

Every new Dealer is going to come
with his or her own unique abilities
and goals. As an effective sponsor,
you need to be able to recognize
these opportunities and encourage
the new Dealers that demonstrate a
desire to grow a successful business.
I am sure many of you have proven
methods that have worked while
onboarding new Dealers and I
strongly urge you to share those with
your team. Now you have mine.

7. Help my new Dealer start using
tools such as email and social
media to connect with friends and
family to tell his AMSOIL story.
8. Ask my new Dealer to set a goal
to make a new friend every day.
Just make a new connection with
anyone – a waiter, cashier at the
store, neighbor, colleague at work,
etc. Suggest that he wear some
form of AMSOIL attire. That will
assist him in making new “friends.”
9. Keep practicing with my new
Dealer. Help him get comfortable
with his story.
10. Your goal is for your new Dealer
to have registered customers and

purchased product for his own use
by 90 days. If after 90 days there
has been no activity, it is likely he
will remain a DINO (Dealer in name
only) and you will want to turn your
attention to other things.

Let’s focus on telling the AMSOIL
story that is about passion, being
a rebel, not conforming, not
compromising and building the best
products in the world!

Three Top Snowmobile Brands
One Exceptional Oil
Arctic Cat* ZR 6000
(2,000 miles)

Ski-Doo* MXZX 600 TNT
(1,327 miles)

Polaris* Indy 600
(1,116 miles)

• N O P I S TO N R I N G S T I C K I N G • N O P I S TO N S C U F F I N G

After a full season of real-world riding in the three
top snowmobile brands, AMSOIL INTERCEPTOR ®
Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil (AIT) prevented ring sticking,
piston scuffing and exhaust power valve sticking. No
matter which brand of sled your customers ride, we
have them covered.
Reach out to your customers and
accounts today to make sure they’re
stocked up on AMSOIL snowmobile
products when the snow arrives.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim,
express or implied, is made by their use. All products advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.
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Filtration Solutions

WE HONOR

www.amsoil.com

Leading the Field in
Deposit Protection

*Based on independent, third-party testing of AMSOIL® Signature Series
5W-30, Mobil 1® Extended Performance 5W-30 and Royal Purple® API 5W-30
in the ASTM D6335 bench test required by the API SN Resource Conserving
specification. For full test details visit www.amsoil.com/depositprotection.

TEOST 33C Test Results

30
Total Deposit Weight (mg)

AMSOIL Signature Series
Synthetic Motor Oil protects
against harmful deposits on
turbochargers 4X better
than Mobil 1® Extended
Performance and 3.6X
better than Royal Purple®
in industry-standard
testing*.
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The independent, third-party lab
results show AMSOIL Signature
Series 5W-30 held deposits to well
under the 30 mg limit recommended
by vehicle manufacturers.

